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Abstract  
This thesis is done to solve two issues for Sayid Paper Mill Ltd Pakistan. Section one deals 
with a practical problem arise in SPM that is cutting a given set of raw paper rolls of known 
length and width, and a set of product paper rolls of known length (equal to the length of 
raw paper rolls) and width, practical cutting constraints on a single cutting machine, 
according to demand orders for all customers. To solve this problem requires to determine 
an optimal cutting schedule to maximize the overall cutting process profitability while 
satisfying all demands and cutting constraints. The aim of this part of thesis is to develop a 
mathematical model which solves this problem. 

Second section deals with a problem of delivering final product from warehouse to different 
destinations by finding shortest paths. It is an operational routing problem to decide the 
daily routes for sending trucks to different destination to deliver their final product. This 
industrial problem is difficult and includes aspect such as delivery to a single destination and 
multiple destinations with limited resources. The aim of this part of thesis is to develop a 
process which helps finding shortest path.  
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Chapter 1  

1.1 Introduction 
We are three students doing a combine project (optimization of production system and 
reliability of sayid paper mill Ltd. Pakistan) which is currently facing the problem of not 
meeting the requirements of customer due to shortage of production. To solve their 
problem we use Operation Methods. We have divided our work into three different 
categories each will be solved by one of us three. 
 
Transportation    Tanveer Hussain 
Inventory Control system   Muhammad Kaleem Ullah 
Production and Delivery   Muhammad Saeed 
 
My thesis work divided into two parts. First part deals with solving trim loss problem. In 
second part I will decrease the cost of delivering final product to different destination points 
by reducing traveling distance using different suitable algorithms techniques of Operation 
Research. 

1.1.1 Trim Loss   
This problem connected to Sayid Paper Mill Ltd. Pakistan arises when a wide raw paper roll 
has to be cut into smaller rolls to full fill the requirement of customers. The objective behind 
solving this problem is to produce a set of paper rolls from storage such that the cost 
function of minimizing the total trim loss can be reduced. Trim loss problem in the Syaid 
paper mill is currently been solved manually using certain heuristic rules. The problem is 
basically a linear programming problem and I have solved this problem using different 
Operation Research methods like Two Phase, M-Method and Integer Programming using 
Tora Software. I will explore different combinations of knive settings and observe trim loss 
and extra produce rolls. Combination will provide manager the information about cost of 
trim area lost and cost of extra productions and also holding cost of extra produced rolls. 
The linear formulation is attractive from the point of view of formality even though it has 
been a difficult task of making mathematical equations a drawback that with the increase of 
variables and constraints they give rise to. 

1.1.2 Delivery  
In this section I will address the problem of routing a fixed number of trucks with limited 
capacity from a central warehouse to customers with known demand. In the 1st part I will 
find shortest path to decide the daily routes of trucks to a single destination. In second part I 
will find shortest path for delivering final product to multiple destinations. To solve this first 
I will get data from Sayid Paper Mill and then use different type of Operation Research 
algorithms techniques to find shortest path to decrease the delivery cost. 
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1.2 Background  
In July 1994, the site of the Sayid Paper Mill was identified. This particular site was chosen 
because it offers the best combination of special requirements required for running a paper 
mill. Including a plentiful supply of pure water, clean atmosphere, an organized human 
resource pool, availability of effluent drain, and a city hub within easy reach. 
Currently, they are the only paper manufacturer in Pakistan that uses the environment 
friendly Hydrogen Peroxide bleaching sequence. We have been making various grades of 
Paper, board and newspaper. 
The plant erection, appropriations for the administration Block, Water Treatment Plant, 
Panel Room, Electrical distribution network, complete mechanical workshop, paper testing 
laboratory, staff cafeteria, Effluent Treatment Plant, and other integral sections of the plant 
were also built during the primary phase. 
By the year 2000, they became the first comprehensive DIP (De-inked pulp) manufacturer in 
Pakistan. In August 2001, Sayid Paper Mills became the first producer of newsprint in 
Pakistan. Sayid Paper Mills is also the largest producer of recycled paper in Pakistan, and 
uses the current state of the art recycling technology for pulp processing. 
But in recent years sayid paper mill is not able to fulfill the requirements of its customer due 
to certain reasons. In this thesis work we will look at these certain reasons and try to solve 
them using operation research methods.  [8] 

  

1.3 Objectives 
The overall objective of this project is to identify the reasons for shortage in production and 
solve those using different Operation Research techniques. This project is divided into three 
parts each done by an individual student. 
The objectives of this part are divided into two parts. 

1. To find the cost of trim loss and decrease that cost by mathematical and Operational 
Research Techniques. 

2.  To find shortest path to deliver final product at different destinations with the aim 
to decrease cost of traveling expenses. 

1.4 Limitation 
This thesis is based on real situation of Sayid Paper Mill so there are some limitations 
in this thesis work which are mentioned below. 

 Trim loss will be evaluated on the bases of 4 different patterns mostly used for 
cutting which are observed from the previous data collected from SPM. 

 Only an abstract form of destinations will be taken into consideration for finding 
shortest path. 

 Cost of length of master reel is fixed  
 Cost will be evaluated on the basis of travel per mile plus some fixed cost. 
 Three Operation Research methods on mathematical model for optimal knives 

setting. 
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 Used three different algorithms techniques to find shortest path. 

1.5 Work method  
 To achieve the thesis aims the study has been made in the followings steps 
 
 Literature review 
 Problem definition 
 Methodology and implementation (trim loss) 
 Methodology and Implementation (delivery) 
 Results and analysis 
 Conclusion and future work 
 References  

1.6 Disposition 
The report consists of 7 chapters. Chapter 2 describes the literature review involves 
introduction about all method used in thesis report chapter 3 will describe overview 
and problem description chapter 4 will describe methodology and implementation of 
trim loss chapter 5 describe methodology and implementation of delivery service 
problem chapter 6 will describe results and analysis chapter 7 describe conclusion 
and future work and at the last there are some references and appendixes. 
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Chapter 2  

2.1 Literature Review 

2.2.1 Trim 
 It is a very practical problem arise very often in paper making industries that is cutting a 
given set of raw paper rolls of known length and width, and a set of product paper rolls of 
known length (equal to the length of raw paper rolls) and width, practical cutting constraints 
on a single cutting machine, according to demand orders for all customers. To solve this 
problem requires to determine an optimal cutting schedule to maximize the overall cutting 
process profitability while satisfying all demands and cutting constraints [1] 

2.2.2 Types of trim  
Trim can be made into two different ways. 

 Fixed width reels of a given paper grade, also referred to as jumbo rolls, are 
produced on paper machines in a paper mill. These reels are then cut into several 
rolls of smaller diameters and widths on a winder. Some of the rolls produced are 
sold directly to customers 

 A significant part of the rolls produced in the paper mill are transformed into cut-
sheet finished products on sheeters in a converting plant, which may generate some 
trim loss. The rolls sheeted into finished products are known as parent rolls. In order 
to respond quickly to customer demands, an inventory of parent rolls may be kept at 
the converting plant.[2] 

2.2 Models to solve  
I have used following models to solve trim loss problem. And after the algorithm used to 
find shortest path for delivery of final product 

 M-Method 

 Two Phase Method 

 Integer Programming  

• Automated B&B 

• User B&B  
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2.2.1 M-Method: 
If a constraint equation i does not have slack variable.i.e. there is no ith unit vector column 
in the LHS of the constraing equations. Then we augment the equation with an artificial 
variable Ai to form with unit vector column. However as the artificial variable is extraneous 
to the given LPP, we use a feedback mechanism in which the optimization process 
automatically attempts to force these variables to zero level. This achieved by giving a large 
penalty to the coefficient of the artificial variable in the objective function as follows. 

Artificial variable objective coefficient 

= -M in a maximization problem 

= M in a minimization problem 

Where M is a very large positive number. [6] 

2.2.2 Two Phase Method: 
A version of a two-phase simplex technique is given for manually solving those linear-
programming problems in which artificial vectors are introduced and subsequently driven 
out. The first phase of the method determines feasibility, provided it exists, the second 
phase, which follows, searches for optimality. As name suggests this method works in two 
phases. In phase I, we minimize the sum of all the artificial variables subject to the same 
constraint equations. If the original problem had a feasible solution this new problem will 
give a solution with all artificial variables zero. Taking this as a starting BFS, we solve the 
original problem. [7] 

2.2.3 Integer Programming Method: 
In integer programming variables assume integer values. The ILP algorithms are based on 
exploiting the tremendous computational success of LP. The strategy of these algorithms 
involves three steps. In step1 it relax the solution space of the ILP by deleting the integer 
restriction on all integer variables and replacing any binary variable y with the continuous 
range 0<= y <=1. The result of the relaxation is a regular LP. Step 2 solve the LP and identify 
its continuous optimum. Step 3 starting from the continuous optimum point add special 
constraints that iteratively modify the LP solution space in a manner that will eventually 
render an optimum extreme point satisfying their integer requirements. [12]          

2.3 Delivery:  
 
It is a very common problem for many industries to deliver goods from a warehouse to local 
customers. It is an operational routing problem to decide the daily sending trucks to 
different destination to deliver their final product. This problem is difficult and includes 
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aspect such as pickup and delivery with split pickups multiple products time windows 
several time periods multiple destinations. Currently in Sayid Paper Mill the planning of 
sending truck has been done by manual process performed by the transport planners 
responsible for all private trucks of industry. [3] 

2.4 Models for solutions:  
I have used following algorithm to find shortest paths 
 

2.4.1 Single destination 
 Greedy algorithm 
 Dijkstra´s algorithm 

2.4.2 Multiple destinations 
 Greedy algorithm 
 Exhaustive search algorithm 

 

2.4.1 dijkstra´s algorithm 
It is a very famous algorithm mostly used in Operation Research to deliver product to 
single destination. This is very powerful and very simple algorithm and always provides 
excellent results. The main idea in applying the greedy method pattern to the single 
source shortest path problem is to perform a weighted breadth first search starting at v. 
in particular we can use the greedy approach to develop an algorithm that iteratively 
grows a cloud of vertices out of v with the vertices entering the cloud in order of their 
distances from v. thus in each iteration the next vertex chosen is the vertex outside the 
cloud that is closest to v. the algorithm terminates when no more vertices are outside 
the cloud at which point we have a shortest path from v to every other vertex of G. This 
approach is simple but nevertheless very powerful approach. (4) 

 

2.4.2 Greedy Algorithm 
This is very simple algorithm used very often to find shortest path in both 

undirected and connected graphs. Greedy algorithm is an algorithm that follows the 
problem solving met heuristic of making the locally optimal choice at each stage with the 
hope of finding the global optimum. The main property of this algorithm is that the chosen 
links must provide a path between each pair of nodes. This is also same like main version of 
shortest path problem in both the cases an undirected and connected network is being 
considered where the given information includes some measure of the positive length 
(distance, cost, time, etc) associated with each link. [5] 

2.4.3 Exhaustive Search algorithm 
A search that is guaranteed to find all states S that satisfies given constraints. 

An exhaustive search need not necessarily visit all of S in every instance. It may omit a 
subspace S_ of S on the basis of a mathematical argument that guarantees that S_ cannot 
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contain any solution. In a worst case configuration, however, exhaustive search is forced to 
visit all states of S. [11]. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Over View 
The Sayid Paper Mill Ltd. is facing the many problems like inventory, transportation and 
delivery cost problems. The detail of these problems is given in chapter 1 (introduction). As 
the growing business needs the management of delivery and production departments SPM 
does not fulfill the requirements new challenges. This is main problem for SPM and in this 
chapter I will discuss overview of these problems in this chapter.  

3.2 About SPM  
SPM is one of the leading paper mills in Pakistan started in 2000 which produce paper using 
recycle papers. They use a wide range of fibrous recyclable raw materials that can be used in 
a combination to provide unique paper characteristics. 
The main fibers available are:  
Waste paper (Local procurement): From high volume printers, converters, offices and 
households. This includes milk/juice cartons, Exercise books from school and household 
collection and office papers. 
A variety of imported waste paper from sustainable managed sources. [8] 
 

3.3 Major Products of SPM 
 
SPM is producing different kind of papers for different kind of customers 
 NEWS PAPER 
 TISSUE PAPER 
 NOTE BOOK PAPER 
 TOILET PAPERS 

3.4 Problem study 
The basic problem being faced by SPM with respect to delivery and production department 
are same like the general delivery and production problems faced by so many other 
industries. The production of paper is done using different steps. I am working on the 
second part when the paper rolls are ready and come on winder machine which is used to 
cut the paper into different sizes. 
Problem faced here are 
 There are different kind of order with respect to size and weight 
 Producing different kind of paper so winder machine has to be adjusted regularly 
 With different knife setting to fulfill requirements of customers it produce trim area 

which considered as loss for company. 
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 Also with different knife settings there are huge amount of extra rolls are produced 
which causes extra holding cost. 

 
And in second phase I will solve the problem of delivering final product to customers. SPM 
has its own mode of transportations and has its own limitations which will be discussed in 
later chapters.  
 
Problems discussed in this section are as follows: 
 
 They supply final product on daily basis at different locations in Lahore city. 
 They don't make stock for final product. 
 SPM deliver product on daily bases due to shortage in production.  
 They deliver product to single destination and multiple destination as well. 
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Chapter 4 

4.0  Methodology    

I have divided this chapter into two sections in 1st section I will describe how I solve trim 
loss problem and in 2nd section I will describe how I solved delivery problem.   

Section 1 

4.1 Objective 

The objective is to cut a given set of raw paper rolls of known length and width, and a set of 
product paper rolls of known length (equal to the length of raw paper rolls) and width, 
practical cutting constraints on a single cutting machine, according to demand orders for all 
customers.  

   Master Real  

 

 

FIGURE 1: Figure shows master reels 
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FIGURE 2: Figure shows process of trim  

 

 

FIGURE 3: figure shows cutted mater rolls of different sizes 

4.2 Input Data collection  

Various types of inputs data are required for solving this problem. Data is collected directly 
from the person handling winder machine of SPM. He has given me the following facts and 
figures. 

 Size of Master Reel/Pop Reel.  97`` inches. 
 Per day production is 40 to 50 tons. 
 Detail of pervious orders received. 
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 Maximum 5to 8 times knife conversion per day. 
 Time to change knife is not an issue and therefore not included as constraint. 
 Cost of length is constant 
 Holding cost for extra rolls with respect to sizes. 

4.3 Implementation Trim loss  

In order to identify the best cutting scheme, a maximum number of different cutting 
patterns are postulated, where a pattern is defined by the position of the knives. Each 
cutting pattern may have to be repeated several times. 

The main objective of this part is to get following results 

 Defining the number of standard rolls to be slit. 
 Defining all possible knife setting. 
 Defining all possible constraints. 
 Calculating total trim loss area 
 Calculating the length of total extra produced rolls. 
 Add both trim and extra produce area to get total loss.    
 Compare total loss with different combinations of knife settings to get suitable knife 

settings. 
 Minimizing holding cost of extra produced rolls. 
 I will also use tora software to find optimal knife settings.  
 I will apply three Operation Research methods M-Method, Two Phase Method, 

integer programming.  

I will build mathematical model that determining the knife setting combinations (variables).  
The definition of the variable as given must be translated in a way that the mill operator can 
use. Define the number of standard rolls to be slit according to a given knife setting. Here I 
define all possible knife setting and trim loss  

Note:  An order is filled by setting the knives to the desired widths according to orders.  
Folllowing are different combinations of knives settings to fulfill the orders. 

4.3.1 Different cutting patterns 
The table below describe  possible cutting pattern used by SPM. These pattern are taken 
from the pervious data which SPM has provided us. By checking all their order detailed I 
have found following cutting patterens mostly used in SPM.In 1st step I solve this problem 
with all possible combiantions  without mathimatical model to find optimal knive settings. In 
second phase I build a mathimatical model and then find optimal knive setting using 
operation research methods.  
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Table 1: Show different knive setting 

 

Required 
width 

 

1                2             3             4             5            6          7               8 

 

Minimum 
number of 
rolls 

 

 25´´ 

 35´´                             

 39´´ 

20´´ 

 

0                1             2             0             2            3          0               0  

0                2             0             1             1            0          1               0 

2                0             1             1             0            0          0               0 

0                0             0             1             0            1           3              4 

 

100 

150 

250 

200 

Trim loss 
length in 
inches 

19”            2”           8”           3”           12”         2”        2”             17”  

 

Column 1 shows the required width which is divided into 4 different sizes 25,35,39,20 inches 
respectivly while column 2 shows different possible combinations  that can be made column 
3 shows minimum number of rolls to be splited while last row shows trim loss area 
produced with the help of different combinations. 

 

4.3.2 Different combination 
1. Slit 100 rolls using setting 2 and 250 rolls using setting 4  

             100 (25``) + 200 (35``) + 250 (35``)+250 (39``) + 250 (20``)  

Here we produce 100 rolls of  25 inches 450 rolls of 35 inches 250 rolls of 39 and 250 rolls of 
20 inches but in this setting we produce 300 rolls of 35 inches extra. 

Extra rolls.  300(35``*L) = 10500L  50(20``*L)    = 1000L 

Trim loss area : 100 (2``* L) + 250 (3``* L)   200+750=950 

Total Loss :  11500+950 =12450 L Inches  

2.  Slit 200 rolls using setting 4 and  100 rolls using setting 3 

            200 (35``) + 200 (39``) + 200(20``) + 200(25``) + 100(39``) 
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Here we produce 250 rolls of  39 inches 200 rolls of 35 inches 100 rolls of 25  inches and 200 
rolls of 20 inches but here we produce 50 rolls extra of 35 inches. 

Extra rolls: 50(35``* L) =1750 L 50(39``* L) =1950  L 100(25``* L) =2500 L 

Trim Loss area:   200 3``* L)+100(8``* L) = 1400 L Inches 

 Total loss :  6200 L +  1400 L = 7600L Inches    

3. Slit 100 rolls using setting 1 and 50 rolls using setting 3 and 50 rolls using setting 8 
and 75 rolls using setting 2. 
200 (39``) + 50 (39``) + 100 (25``)  + 200 (20``) + 150 (35``) + 75 (25``) 

Here we produce 250 rolls of  39 inches 175 rolls of 25 inches and 200 roll of 20 inches 
and 150 rolls of 35 inches here we produce 75 extra ross of 25 inches. 

Extra rolls:  75(25``* L) =1875 L 

Trim loss area:                     100 (19``* L) + 50 (8``* L) +50 (17``* L) + 75 (2``* L)= 3300 L  inches 

Total loss:  1875+3300= 5175 

4. Slit 50 rolls using setting 3 and  25 rolls using setting 6 and 200 rolls using setting 4  
     100 (25``) + 50 (39``) + 75 (25``) + 25 (20``) + 200 (20``) + 200 (35``)  + 200 (39``)  

Here we produce 175 rolls of  25 inches 225 rolls of 20 inches we produce 250 rolls of 35 
inches and we produce 250 rolls of 39 inches but we have 100 rolls of 25 inches 25 rolls 20 
and 100 rolls of 35 inches as extra. 

Extra rolls                    75(25``* L) + 50(35``+L) + 25(20``+L) =4225 L 

Trim loss area :          50 (8``* L) + 25 (2``* L) + 200(3``* L)                 400+50+600=1050L inches 

Total loss: 1050+4225= 5275 

5. Slit 100 rolls using setting 1 and  75 rolls using setting 2 and 50 rolls using setting 3 cut 
roll 50 using setting 8. 
200 (39``) + 150 (35``) + 75 (25``) + 50 (39``) + 100 (25``)+200(20``)  

250(39``) + 150 (35``) + 175(25``)  +200(20``) 

Here we produce 250 rolls of  39 inches and 150  rolls of 35 inches and we produce 175 rolls 
of 25 inches but we required 100 rolls.Here we produce 75 rolls extra of 25 inches . 

 Extra rolls                                75(25``* L) =1875 L 

Tirm loss area : 100 (19``* L) + 75 (2``* L) + 50 (8``* L)  =  2450 L Inches 
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Total loss:  2450+1875= 5275 

6. Slit 50 rolls using setting 6 and  75 rolls using setting 2 and 125 rolls using setting 1  
               250(39``) + 150 (25``) + 50 (20``) + 150 (35``) + 75 (25``)  

Here we produce 250 rolls of  39 inches 225  rolls of 25 inches 50 rolls of 20 inches and 150 
rolls of 35 inches. 

Extra rolls 125(25``* L)  = 3125L 

Less rolls  150(20``* L) 

This is not a feasible knive setting because it does not full fill order of 20 inches rolls. 

7. Slit 50 rolls using setting 8 and  125 rolls using setting 1 and 100 rolls using setting 2  

               200(20``) + 125 (39``) + 200 (35``) + 100 (25``)   

Here we produce 250 rolls of  39 inches and 100  rolls of 25 inches and we    produce      200 
rolls of 20 inches and 2000 rolls of 35 inches. 

Extra rolls:  50(35``* L) =875L 

Trim loss area  50 (17``* L) + 125 (19``* L) + 100 (2``* L)  =  3425 L Inches 

Total loss:   875  + 3425  = 4300L Inches   

8. Slit 75 rolls using setting 7 and  50 rolls using setting 5 and 125 rolls using setting 1  
25 rolls using setting 2. 

               225(20``) + 75 (35``) + 50 (35``) + 50 (25``) + 125 (39``) + 25 (35``) + 25 (25``) 

Here we produce 250 rolls of  39 inches and 225  rolls of 25 inches and we    produce      225 
rolls of 20 inches and 175 rolls of 35 inches. 

Extra rolls: 25(25``* L)  =625 L 25(20``* L)  =500 L 25(35``* L)  =875 L 

Trim loss area : 75 (2``* L) + 50 (12``* L) + 125 (19``* L) + 25 (2``* L)  =  3175 L Inches 

Total loss: 3175+2000=5175 

4.4 Building Mathematical Model 

After getting these results now I will build mathematical model from all these possible knife 
settings for this specific order to find optimal knife settings.  
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Mathematical model determine the knife setting combinations (variables) that fill the 
required order (constraints) with least trim-loss area (objective). The definition of the 
variable as given must be translated in a way that the winder machine operator can 
understand and use it properly.   

Mathematical model  

Xj = number of standerd rolls to be slit according to setting j,j=1,2,3,……..8 

Constraints deal directly with satisfying the demand for rolls. 

 

Number of rolls 25 inches  =  X2    + 2X3    +  2X5 + 3X6        >= 100   

Number of rolls 35 inches  =  2X2  + X4      +  X5   + X7  >= 150 

Number of rolls 39 inches  =  2X1  + X3      +  X4          >= 250 

Number of rolls 20 inches  =  X4    + X6      +  3X7 + 4X8     >= 200     

 To construct the objective, we observe that total trim area is the difference between the 
total area of the standerd rolls used and the total area representing all the orders. 

Total area of standerd rolls   = 97L (X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5+X6+X7+X8) 

Total area of orders                =L(100*25 + 150*35 + 250*39+200*20 ) =21500L 

Objective  function  is 

Minimize Z =  97L (X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5+X6+X7+X8) - 21500L 

Length L of the standerd roll is constant ,the objective  function equivalenty reduces to 

 

Two phase method 

Minimize  Z  = X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5+X6+X7+X8 

Subject to : 

X2     +  2X3  +  2X5 + 3X6         >= 100     (25 inches) 

2X2  +  X4    +  X5   +  X7  >= 150     (35 inches) 

2X1   + X3     +  X4          >= 250     (39 inches) 

 X4    +  X6    +  3X7 +  4X8  >= 200     (20 inches) 
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Xj >= 0  ,   j = 1 2…..8 

4.4.1 Applying M-Method 
First I applied M-Method to this mathematical model problem using tora software. 

 

 

 

Results: 

I have get the following results after 5 iterations 

Cutting 18.42 rolls according to setting 6    
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Cutting 44.74  rolls according to setting 2    

Cutting 125    rolls according to setting 1    

Cutting 60.53  rolls according to setting 7   

  

4.4.2 Applying Two Phase Method 

Second I applied two phase method to this mathematical model problem using troa 
software to get optimal knive settings. 
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Results: 

I have get the result after 6 iterations 

Cutting  18.42 rolls according to setting 6      

Cutting  44.74  rolls according to setting 2     

Cutting  125  rolls according to setting 1   

Cutting  60.53  rolls according to setting 7   

The problem with these two methods is that we are getting knife setting in in float values.  

The problem can be remedied by using an LP model with imbedded integer programs 
desgined to generate promising knife setting on demand untill the optimum solution is 
found. So for this reason I applied integerprogramming  methods to find optimal knive 
settings 

4.4.3 Applying User Guided B&B 

Third I applied user guided B&B integerprogramming method to this mathematical model 
problem using troa software. 
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Results: 

We get the result after 44 iterations 

Cutting 112 rolls according to setting 1  Cutting 45  rolls according to setting 2        

Cutting 26 rolls according to setting 3    Cutting 1  rolls according to setting 6   

Cutting 61  rolls according to setting 7   Cutting 5  rolls according to setting 8   

Rolls produce with this method  

224(39``) + 45 (25``) + 90 (35``) + 52 (25``) + 26 (39``) + 3 (25``) + 1 
(20``)+61(35``)+183(20``)+20(20``) 
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Total rolls:  39`` 25`` 35`` 20`` 

250 100 151 204  

Extra rolls: 1(35``)+4(20``)= 5L 

Trim area 

112*19+45*2+26*8+1*2+61*2+5*17=2635L 

Total loss: 2635+115=2750 L 

4.4.4 Automated B&B 

Fourth I applied user automated B&B integerprogramming method to this mathematical 
model problem using troa software. 

 

 

Results: 

We get the result after 24 iterations 

Cutting 116 rolls according to setting 1      Cutting 34  rolls according to setting 2        

Cutting 34 rolls according to setting 4   Cutting 22 rolls according to setting 6   

Cutting 48  rolls according to setting 7   Rolls produce with this method 

Rolls produce with this method: 

216(39``) + 34 (25``) + 68 (35``) + 34 (35``) + 34 (39``) + 34 (20``) + 66 
(25``)+22(20``)+48(35``)+144(20``) 
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Total rolls:  39`` 25`` 35`` 20`` 

250 100 150 200 

Trim area:  108*19+34*2+34*3+22*2+48*2=2362 L 

Total loss:   2362 

Now the next step is to minimize the holding cost of extra produced rolls 

4.5 HOLDING COST OF EXTRA ROLLS 
The cost of storing extra produced rolls is known as holding cost and this cost considered to 
be as loss to the company.  

4.5.1 Objective 

The objective of this part of work is to build a mathimatical model which describe the level 
of senstivity with respect to holding cost of different cutting paterns. Actually the results 
obtian from this mathimatical model will help owners to decide which  rolls are suitable to 
kept store and which one are more sensitive to store. On the  bases of these result owner 
will decide which combinatin of knive setting is best to implements. 

4.5.2 Building MATHIMATICAL MODEL 
 

Extra Produce: 

Combination1:     300(35``*L)= 10500L 50(20``*L)    = 1000L total: 11500 

Combination2:    50(35``* L) =1750 L 50(39``* L) =1950 L  

100(25``* L) =2500 L  total: 6200 

Combination 3: 75(25``* L) =   total: 1875 L 

Combination 4: 75(25``* L) + 50(35``+L) + 25(20``+L) =  4225 L 

Combination 5: 75(25``* L) =   total: 1875 L 

Combination 7: 50(35``* L) =  total: 875L 

Combination 8: 25(25``* L)=625 L    25(20``* L) =500 L 

  25(35``* L)  =875 L  Total: 2000 
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X1 = 39`` X2=35``  X3=25``  X4=20`` 

Minimize  Z  = 10X1 +8X2 +5X3 + 3X4  

Subject to :  

                      300X2  + 20X4          <= 200    

                     50X1 + 50X2  +      100X3   <= 200     

                   25X3           <= 200     

  50X2   + 75X3 + 25X4  <= 200 

75X3    <= 200  

50X2      <= 200    

25X2   + 25X3 + 25X4  <= 200 

 Now I will solve this problem by simplex method using tora method. 

4.5.3 Applying simplex method 

 

 Results: I have got redunded results after applying simplex method to this mathimatical 
model . So to get minimum holding cost and to make senstivity analysis of each cutting 
pattern I done the following procedure. 

4.6 Senstivity analysis for the cost of each roll  
 To get optimal result I select all variables one by one to check the post optimal results. By 
doing this I got minimum holding cost for each sizes of roll per day. The out put screens are 
attached in apendix list 
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Holding cost selecting X1 is = 4.00 per roll 

Holding cost selecting X2 is = 1.00 per roll 

Holding cost selecting X3 is = 2.00 per roll 

Holding cost selecting X4 is = 8.00 per roll 

The results clearly shows that holding cost of each cutting pattern is minimized. According 
to these results it is shown that X4 (20``) is most sensitve among all these because it cost Rs. 
8 per rolls per day so company must be care full while selecting cutting patterns. It must has 
not produce with those combinations which produces extra rolls of X4 this will decrese 
company` s holding cost. 
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Chapter 5 

5.0 Methodology of Delivery 

In this chapter I will discuss methods used for finding shortest path for delivery and their 
implementation on given situation by SPM. 

5.1 Objective 

The objective of this part of project is to decrease traveling cost by finding shortest path 
from warehouse to different destinations.  

5.2 Required Data   

Collecting data was a very critical process because there is a need of so many fact and 
figures to build  patteren for solution. The required data are given below. 

 Information about all destinations. 
 Travelling distance among all destination from warehouse and also among them. 
 Cost per mile. 
 Miscellaneous expenses 
 Maximum Capacity of trucks 
 Information about current situation in SPM 
 Traveling cost of contractors trucks. 

Next collected data was organized to solve the problem.  

 In 1st step I orgnized all the information that I got about all destinations and their 
distance among them. 
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Table2. Show distance between different delivery points 

MILES BETWEEN ADJACENT DESTINATIONS 
TOWN A B C D E F G H I J 

Warehouse  40 30 60 - - - - - - - 

A 
 

- 50 30 - - - - - - 

B - - 40 - 60 - - - - - 

C 50 40 - 20 50 20 - - - - 

D - - - - - 20 40 - - - 

E - - - - - 10 - 20 50 - 

F - - - 20 10 - 20 50 - - 

G - - - - - - - 20 - 50 

H - - - - - - 20 - 30 80 

I - - - - - - - 30 - 40 

 In second step i got information about cost per mile, avg. cost and some other cost 
like temporary storage cost, loading and unloading cost etc. I organized the 
information as  
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Table 3. Shows cost using private trucks between all destinations 

COST PER MILES BETWEEN DIFFERENT NODES 

TOWNS DISTANCE IN MILES COST PER MILE 
AVG. COST PER 

TRIP 
TOTAL COST 

Ware house TO A 40 150 70 6070 

Ware house TOB 30 150 70 4570 

Ware house TO C 60 150 70 9070 

A TO C 50 150 70 7570 

A TO D 30 150 70 4570 

B TO C 40 150 70 6070 

B TO E 60 150 70 9070 

C TO D 20 150 70 3070 

C TO E 50 150 70 7570 

C TO F 20 150 70 3070 

D TO F 20 150 70 3070 

D TO G 40 150 70 6070 

E TO F 10 150 70 1570 

E TO H 20 150 70 3070 

E TO I 50 150 70 7570 

F TO G 20 150 70 3070 

F TO H 50 150 70 7570 

G TO H 20 150 70 3070 

G TO J 70 150 70 10570 

H TO G 20 150 70 3070 

H TO I 30 150 70 4570 

H TO J 80 150 70 12070 

I TO H 30 150 70 4570 

I TO J 40 150 70 6070 

 Third step I got information about cost if SPM uses contractor’s truck.  

If they use contractors transport that cost Rs.170 per miles with same avg.Rs. 70 and 
temporary storage loading and unloading cost Rs.2000. 

So the total cost can be calculated by following formula  
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Total miles * 180 +70+2000                                                                                                                                   

 Fourth step I build data into the shape of graph where each node represents a 
destination point while each arc (link between two nodes) represents traveling 
distance in miles. By combining all these nodes and arcs it becomes an undirected 
connected graph. The shape of this graph is given below in figure 

 
Fig 5.2 Graphical Representation of adjacent destinations  

fig4:  Graphical representation of adjacent destinations  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In fifth step I apply algorithm to find shortest path. I divided my problem of delivery 
into two sections one delivering final product to single destination and second 
delivering the product to multiple destinations. For 1st t part I used two algorithms. 

Section 1 

5.3 Sending goods to single destiantion 

1. Dijkstra's algorithm 
2. Greedy algorithm 
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5.3.1 Dijkstra's algorithm 

The essence of this procedure is that it fans out from the origin successively identifying the 
shortest path to each of the nodes of the network in the ascending order of their (shortest) 
distances from the origin thereby solving the problem when the destination node is reached. 

Node labels in DIijkstra algorithm are of two types temporary and permanent. A temporary 
label is modified if a shortest route to a node can be found. If no better route can be found 
the status of the temporary label is changed to permanent.  

5.3.2 Description of the algorithm 

Step 1: find nth nearest node to origin to be repeated for n=1, 2, 3 ….. Until nth nearest 
node is destination  

Step2: n-1 nearest nodes to the origin (solved for pervious iterations) including their 
shortest path and distance from origin these nodes plus the origin called solved nodes the 
other are unsolved nodes. 

Step3: Each solved node that is directly connected by a link to one or more unsolved nodes 
provides one candidate the unsolved nodes provides one candidate the unsolved node with 
the shortest concerning link. (Ties provides additional candidates) 

Step 4: For each such solved node and its candidate add the distance of the shortest path 
from the origin to this solved node. The candidate with the smallest such total is the nth 
nearest node (ties provide additional solved node) and its shortest path is the one 
generating this distance. [9] 

5.3.3 Greedy Algorithm 

A greedy algorithm is any algorithm that follows the problem solving met heuristic of 
making the locally optimal choice at each stage with the hope of finding the global optimum. 

5.3.4 For single path 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_solving�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaheuristic�
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Input destination  

Start = WH 

For each row of distance matrix 

{ 

Minimum distance set a any big value  // suppose 100000 

For each column of distance matrix 

{ 

  if row not equal column 

{ 

if matrix [row][co l] < minimum distance and column is not last visited row and matrix 
[row][col]-child not visited and matrix [row][co l] child in not equll to destination 

  { 

Minimum distance = matrix [row][col]-child 

} 

  Matrix [row][col] = visited 

 } } 

  

Route [indx] = matrix [row][col]-child 

Indx++   

 row = column 

} 

display sum of display route[indx] 

exit 
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5.4 Sending goods to multiple  destiantions 

I have analyzed this part using two types of algorithms. 

 Greedy Algorithm 
 Exhaustive Search 

5.4.1 Greedy Algorithm  
A greedy algorithm is an algorithm that follows the problem solving met heuristic of  
making the locally optimal choice at each stage with the hope of finding the global optimum. 
For multi path 
start = WH; 
target = WH; 
input target city[list] 
for all target city[list] 
{  
for each row of distance matrix 
{ 

set minimum any big value 
 
  for each column of distance matrix 
{ 
   if row not equal column 
{ 
if matrix[row][col] < minimum and column is not last row and matrix[row][col]-child not 
visited and matrix[row][col] not target [list] 
{ 

minimum = matrix[row][col]-child 
   matrix[row][col] = visited 
  } 
   route[indx++] = matrix[row][col]-child 
   delete target from target city [list] 
   index-- 

}   }   } 

 start = target 

} 

display route [index] 
exit 

5.4.2 Exhaustive search 
A search that is guaranteed to find all states S that satisfies given constraints. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Problem_solving�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaheuristic�
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For multi path 
input target cities 
start = WH; 
target = WH; 
for all targetcity 
target = target-next 
currentcity = start 
while currentcity is not targetcity 
 while all currentcity-child not visited 
  cities [index] = currentcity-child 
  totaldistance = parentdistance + childdistance 
distance[index] = totaldistance 
increamt in index 
 end 
 currentcity = cities[nextchild] 
 increament in nextchild 
end 
finalroute = mimum distance 
start = target 
end 

5.5 Implementation 

The information I already have was not enough to analyze this part so In this section I 
orgnized data in well structred way that will help me to solve problem.  I build a table which 
shows all possible connections and all possible shortest paths between all nodes this table 
helps me to make different combinations for traveling. All this information I get from form 
the graph I have up there. In ist section I find shortest path for one destination delivery and 
on second section I will find shortest path for multiple destinations. 
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Table 4. Shows shortest distace between adjacent detinations 

SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN ADJACENT 
DESTINATIONS 

 
 

TOWN WH A B C D E F G H I J 

WH 0 40 30 
 

60 
AD 
70 

B 
90 

C 
80 

CF 
100 

BE 
110 

BE 
140 

 
CFG 
170 

A 40 0 
WH 
70 50 30 

DF 
60 

D 
50 

D 
70 

DG 
90 

DFE 
110 

 
DG 
140 

B 30 
WH 
70 0 40 

C 
60 60 

C 
60 

CF 
80 

CF 
110 

E 
110 

CFG 
150 

C 60 50 40 0 20 
F 

30 20 
F 

40 
FE 
50 

FEH 
80 

FG 
110 

D 
A 
70 30 

C 
60 20 0 

F 
30 20 40 

FE 
50 

FEH 
80 

G 
110 

E 
B 

90 
FD 
60 60 

F 
30 

F 
30 0 10 

F 
30 20 50 

I 
90 

F 
C 

80 
D 
50 

C 
60 

 
20 20 

 
10 0 20 

E 
30 

E 
60 

G 
90 

G 
FC 

100 
D 
70 

FC 
80 

F 
40 40 

F 
30 20 0 

 
20 

H 
50 

 
70 

H 
EB 

110 
GD 
90 

EC 
110 

EF 
50 

EF 
50 

 20 
E 

30 20 0 30 

I 
 

70 

I 
EB 

140 
EFD 
110 

E 
110 

HEF 
80 

HEF 
80 50 

E 
60 

H 
50 20 0 

 
 

40 
            

J 
GFC 
170 

GD 
140 

GFC 
150 

GF 
110 

G 
110 

I 
90 

G 
90 

 
70 

I 
70 40 

 
0 

 

5.5.1 Implementation of Greedy and disjkstra algorithm for single 
destination 
 

 TRAVEL FORM WHARE HOUSE TO J 

O             C              F             G             J 

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Dijkstra´s algorithm   170 MILES  
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Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  170*150=25500 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 27570  

O             B              C             D             F            E             H             G              J     

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Greedy algorithm   230 MILES 

Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  230*150=34500 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 36570 

 TRAVEL FORM WHARE HOUSE TO J 

O             C              F             G             

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Dijkstra´s algorithm   100 MILES  

Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  100*150=15000 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 17070  

O             B              C                F            E             H             G    

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Greedy algorithm   230 MILES 

Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  140*150=21000 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 23070 

 TRAVEL FORM WHARE HOUSE TO A 

O             A 

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Dijkstra´s algorithm 40 MILES  

Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  40*150=6000 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 8070 
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O             B              C                F            E             H             G             D              A 

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Greedy algorithm   230 MILES 

Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  210*150=31500 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 35640 

 TRAVEL FORM WHARE HOUSE TO I 

O             C              F             E             J 

TOTAL DISTANCE IS using Dijkstra´s algorithm   170 MILES  

Cost per mile is  150 Total cost per trip is  140*150=21000 

Add avg. cost per trip 70 Temporary storage cost 2000 

Total cost =  Rs. 23070  

NOTE: traveling from ware house to I is not feasible using greedy algorithm. 

5.5.2 Implementation of Greedy and exhaustive search algorithms for 
multiple destinations  

There are some constraints that must has to be satisfied begore sending product to multiple 
destinaitons.  

 Company has five trucks. 
 The graph shows only abstract form of destiantions to make solution simple and easy.  
 Every day company delivers 40 to 50 tons of final prouduct. 
 Each truck can carry maximum of 10 tons product at a time. 
 Company do not provide delivery service to customor having less then 2 and half 

tons orders. 
 Company do not stock final product 

• Travel from ware house to A,F,H using exhaustive search method 

Source Destination Nodes  Miles Total miles 
O A OA 40 40 
A F DF 30+20=50 40+50=90 
F G EH 10+20=30 90+30=120 
 

Total distance =  120 miles       
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Total cost 120*150= 18000   other costs  2070 

Total cost  Rs.20070 

• Travel from ware house to A, F, H using greedy search method. 

O             B              C                F total miles =90 miles             

F             E               H  total miles=30 miles 

H             G              D          total miles=90 miles 

Total distance = 210 miles       

Total cost 210*150= 36000   other costs=  2070 

Total cost  Rs.38070 

• Travel from ware house to D,J,E using exhaustive search method: 

Source Destination Nodes  Miles Total miles 
O D OAD 70 70 
D E FE 10+20=30 30+70=100 
E J IJ 40+50=90 90+100=190 

Total distance =190 miles 

Total cost 190*150= 28500   other costs:  2070 

Total cost  Rs.30570 

• Travel from ware house to D,J,E using Greedy search method: 

O             B              C                D total miles =90 miles             

D             F               E  total miles=30 miles 

H             G              J         total miles=110 miles 

Total distance = 230 miles       

Total cost 230*150= 34500   other costs=  2070 

Total cost  Rs.36570 
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 Travel from ware house to A,F,G,J using exhaustive search method: 

Source Destination Nodes  Miles Total miles 
O A OA 40 40 
A F DF 30+20=30 50+40=90 
F G G 20 20+90=110 
G J J 70 120+70=180 

Total distance =180 miles 

Total cost 180*150= 27000   other costs:  2070 

Total cost  Rs.29070 

 Travel from ware house to A,F,G,J using Greedy search method: 

There will be no optimal result for these cities using greedy approach. 
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Chapter 6 

6.0 Results and Analysis 
This chapter will present results from both sections and also analyses on the basis of 
obtained results. Chapter is divided into two parts 1st part will describe results and analysis 
of trim loss second part describe the results and analysis of delivery sections. 

6.1 Results of trim loss 
There are two types of result obtained from trim loss 1st results taken with all possible 
manual combinations to see how much trim loss and extra rolls they produce and how much 
holding cost they had to spend. To understand the optimality of the results first we have to 
understand the format of output. The format of output data sheet is in different rows, and 
different columns.  Columns no. 1 describe no of combinations used column 2 describe total 
trim loss length with each different combinations  column 3 describe total extra produce 
rolls column 4 describe total loss and final column describe minimum holding cost. 
Following are the results obtained by having 8 different combinations.   

Combinations Total Trim 
Area Lenght 

Total extra 
produce 
lenght 

Total loss 
lenght 

Holding cost of extra rolls produce per 
day  

1 950 L 11500 12450 (35``)300 *1=300 

(20``)50*8=400 

Total= Rs.700     

2 1400 6200 7600 (35``)50 *1=50 

(25``)100*2=200 

(39``)50*4=200 

Total= Rs.450    

3 3300 1875 5175 (25``)75*2=150 

Total= Rs.150   

4 1050 4225 5275 (35``)50 *1=50 

(25``)75*2=150 
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(20``)25*8=200 

Total= Rs.400 

5 2450 1875 4325 (25``)75*2=150 

Total= Rs.150    

6 - - -  

7 875 3425 4300  (35``)50 *1=50 

Total= Rs.50    

8 3175 2000 5175 (35``)25 *1=25 

(25``)25*2=50 

(20``)25*8=200 

Total= Rs.275 

6.1.1 Results after using mathematical results 
Now I will discuss results obtain after using Operation Research methods M- Method Two 
Phase Method and integer programming methods 

Results obtain from M-Methods  

Cutting 18.42 rolls according to setting 6  (25 inches)  

Cutting 44.74  rolls according to setting 2 (35 inches)   

Cutting 125  rolls according to setting 1   (39 inches) 

Cutting 60.53  rolls according to setting 7   (20 inches) 

Results obtain from Two Phase Method:  

The result was taken after 6 iterationsget the result after 6 iterations 

Cutting 18.42 rolls according to setting 6     (25 inches) 

Cutting 44.74  rolls according to setting 2       (35 inches) 

Cutting 125  rolls according to setting 1  (39 inches) 

Cutting 60.53  rolls according to setting 7  (39 inches) 
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6.1.2 Analysis of Results of trim loss 
The results obtained after different combiantions were not too satisfactory because they 
are causing too much trim loss and extra rolls production. Due to this company has to spent 
a lot of holding cost which increase there total production cost too much. Results obtain 
using M-Method and Two Phase Method showed optimum solution calls for cutting 18.42 
rolls according to setting 6, 44.74 according to setting 2, 125 according to setting 1 and 
60.53 according to setting 7. The solution is feasible but not implementable because X1,X2, 
and ,X4 are noninterger values.  

I used integer programming methods to get optimum result I got the following results.   

Results obtain from integer programming User Guided (B&B) and Auto (B&B): 

Combinations Total Trim Area 
Length 

Total extra 
produce lenght 

Total loss length Holding cost of 
extra rolls 
produce per day  

Integer 
programming 
user guided (B&B) 

2635L 115 L 2750 L (35``)1 *1=1 

(20``)4*8=32 

Total= Rs.33 

Integer 
programming  
auto (B&B) 

2362 0 2362L 0 

 

The optimum results solution calls for cutting 106 rolls according to setting 1, 34 rolls 
according to setting 2, 34 rolls according to setting 4, 22 rolls according to setting 6 and 48 
rolls according to setting 7. The solution in totally implemented because all the variables are 
integer values and it is easy to set knives setting according to these setting. This setting 
produces rolls without producing any extra rolls for this orders. Because this problem is a 
stochastic problem so it was a difficult task to make any suitable mathimatical model. But 
this mathimatical model is specialy design for SPM after reviewing and manipulating their 
pervious data. So now SPM can use this mathimatical model for better results of producing 
different kind of rolls to fullfill the demand of their customers. 

If there is a change in the orders SPM has to only change the right hand side values to get 
optimal knives settings. If SPM has to produce other then without using this mathimatical 
model they must look for those combinations which produce X2(35´´) extra rolls that cost 
only holding cost of Rs. 1 per day for single roll and ultimatly help them to reduce their 
production cost. Company can even make selecting decesion on the basis of trim loss area. 
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6.1.3 Results of single destination delivery algorithms 
I have observed abstract form of destinations to check the performance of proposed 
algorithms. 

I have used two algorithms to find shortest path to single destination and following results 
has been obtained.  

Source  Destination  Dijkstra 
distance in 
miles  

Expences   

Rs.  

Greedy 
distance in 
miles  

Expences 

Rs.  

Difference 

In miles  
O  J  170  27570  230  36570  60  

O  G  100  17070  230  23070  130  

O  A  40  8070  230  35640  190  

O  I  170  23070  -------  ..................  -------  

O  D  70  12570  90  15570  20  

O  F  80  14070  90  15570  10  

 

In 1st attempt I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to J and the result 
shows that using greedy algorithm it take 230 miles to travel with cost of Rs.36570 while 
using Dijkstra algorithm it reach to destination with only 170 miles with cost of Rs.27570. 

In 2nd  iteration I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to G and the 
result shows that using greedy algorithm it take 230 miles to travel with cost of Rs. 36570 
while using Dijkstra algorithm it reach to destination with only 100 miles with cost of Rs. 
17070. 

In 3rd  attempt I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to A and the 
result shows that using greedy algorithm it take 230 miles to travel with cost of Rs. 36570 
while using Dijkstra algorithm it reach to destination with only 40 miles with cost of Rs. 8070. 

In 4th attempt I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to I and the result 
shows that using greedy algorithm it does not reach to its desire destination while using 
Dijkstra algorithm it reach to destination with only 170 miles with cost of Rs.27570. 
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Form the result I suggested SPM to use the techniques of Dijkstra algorithm techniques to 
send their final product to customers if the destination is single point. 

6.1.4 Result of delivering to multiple destinations  

I have used two different algorithms to find shortest path to multiple destinations and 
following results has been obtained. 

Source  Destinations  Exhaustive      
search 
method 
distance in 
miles  

Expences  

Rs. 

Greedy 
distance in 
miles  

Expences  

Rs.  

Difference  

O  A,F,H  120  20070  210  38070  90  

O  D,J,E  190  30570  230  36570  40  

O  A,F,G,J  180  29070  ------  ------------  ----------  

O  H,G,F  120  20070  150  24570  30  

O  D,E,F  100  17070  180  29070  80  

First I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to A,F,H and the result 
shows that using greedy algorithm it take total of 210 miles to travel with cost of Rs.33570 
while using exhaustive search algorithm it reach to all destinations with traveling 120 miles 
with cost of Rs.20070. 

Second I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to E,J,D and the result 
shows that using greedy algorithm it take total 230 miles to travel with cost of Rs.36570 
while using Exhaustive search algorithm it reach to all destinations with traveling 190 miles 
with cost of Rs.30570. 

Third I check the performance of both algorithm to travel from O to A,F,G,D and the result 
shows that using greedy algorithm it does not reach to all destinations while using 
Exhaustive search algorithm it reach to all destinations by total traveling  180 miles with cost 
of Rs.29070. 

Form the result I suggested SPM to use the techniques of Exhaustive search algorithm 
techniques to send their final product to customers if the destinations are multiple. 
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Chapter 7 

7.1 Conclusion and future work 

The goals of the undertaken project was to develop a Mathematical model  which helps to 
decrease trim loss of cutting paper rolls and second goal was to build a process model which 
find shortest and optimal path among all destinations from warehouse. It was a different 
problem as compare to TSP problem and I had tried different three algorithms to obtain 
results. During my thesis work I did found different articles which help me a lot to solve 
these two tasks. 

The results of Mathematical Model were observed on three operation research methods 
optimal. M-Method and Two Phase Method produce optimal but not implemented results 
while integer programming method provide with best result both optimal and implemented 
for this mathematical model.  

The results with Greedy algorithm in both case delivering to single and multiple destinations 
fails to provide good results while sometimes it does not provide optimal results. Although 
some of Greedy algorithm’s results have performed some of the best known results, but it 
does not ensure optimality which is the basic requirement of SPM. Exhaustive search and 
Dijkstra algorithm are the only best solution because it check each and every possibility and 
finds the optimal solution even though both take too much time to solve the problem as the 
number of objects increased but there was no time constraint to solve this problem from 
company. 

I believe there is much space for improvements in both models.  Because this model is 
based on reality so it is really difficult to make 100% true constraints and also get 100% true 
results more over since there are a lot of other algorithms, one has to try every possible way 
to implement it in order to get good results. 
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Appendixes  
 

1. Results after selecting x1 

 

2. Results after selecting x2 
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3. Results after selecting X3 

 

4. Results after selecting X4 
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